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Chapter 101 Doubt 

The test results came out very quickly. The Palladium in Tony’s body was really cleared, and the 0.7% 

content may be a point that leaked out of Arc Reactor this morning. 

“What the! It’s real!” Tony, who saw the test results, leaned on the chair and gave a sigh of relief. No 

one can understand the feeling of coming back from the edge of death better than him at this moment. 

“But, what is going on here?! The Palladium content in my body that I clearly tested yesterday has 

reached 32%. Why did the toxin disappear overnight?” Although Tony was happy that Palladium 

Poisoning had disappeared from his body, he did not understand why. 

Tony, trying to figure out what had happened, removed the Arc Reactor directly from his chest. No 

surprise, the Palladium inside was still melting and penetrating into his body. If it goes on like this, Tony 

will still die of Palladium Poisoning in more than a month. Unless he doesn’t use the Arc Reactor, which 

is of course impossible. 

With a complete Palladium block replacing the one that had begun to melt, Tony put the Arc Reactor 

back into his chest, he will not be able to live without this. 

“Since the reason is not the Arc Reactor, then where is the problem?...JARVIS! Take out and show me all 

my yesterday’s itineraries in the fullest detail! ” Tony, who had a hangover night, can’t remember what 

he did yesterday. He needs J.A.R.V.I.S. to help him remember. Perhaps he could find the reason for the 

release of Palladium toxin from what he did yesterday. 

“Next...next...next...stop! No, next...” The computer screen quickly played everything that Tony did 

yesterday, because he wore the Iron Man Armor most of the time, so JARVIS’s record was very detailed. 

Nevertheless, Tony has not found any reason to relieve Palladium Poisoning in his body by the time he 

sees the party at his home in the evening. 

Boom! 

“Ah! ~ ~ “ 

“Danger!” 

Bang! 

Tony’s sober eyebrows wrinkled tightly when he saw his dangerous behavior exploding in the hall during 

his drunkenness last night on the screen. 

Bang! Bang! Bang! 

“Rhodes started too hard! That’s how the wound on my face came about!” Tony muttered reluctantly 

when he saw Rhodes crushing him on the screen. Of course, he knew that some of it was his own fault. 

“Ohh, it seems that Jackson is protecting me and did not let Rhodes disfigure me.” Tony sees Lin Rui 

wearing an Iron Man Armor to stop Rhodes. 



“Well! That’s a good attitude! But why don’t you just give Rhodes a shot instead of me? You can’t kill me 

or him in the Iron Man Armor anyway.” Seeing Lin Rui raising his palm cannon in order to prevent 

Rhodes from taking away the Iron Man Armor, he squirted in front of the screen. 

As Rhodes angrily took off the Iron Man Armor and left, Tony felt a little uncomfortable. However, when 

he remembered what he had done to Pepper before, Tony’s mood became even more depressed. 

Finally, Lin Rui was left alone in the destroyed hall, accompanied by Tony, who fainted on the stage. 

Watching Lin Rui help himself in taking off the Iron Man Armor, dragging him onto the sofa, pouring him 

a glass of water, and finally cover him with a blanket before leaving. Tony’s fondness for Lin Rui is 

staggering upwards. Perhaps Lin Rui’s other mainline quest is about to be completed. 

“The wine I drink on the party has always been the kind I often drink. It’s not a problem. I am eating 

what I always eat, and I haven’t touched anything special outside. So, what really happened? Does the 

body produce antibodies against Palladium poisoning? After watching the video, Tony still didn’t find 

out what had happened. 

Kaka~ 

Unwilling to give up, Tony clicked the back play button, he has to look again carefully, this time he wants 

to start from the back. 

“This is the last thing I drank before I went to bed. Jackson watched me finish drinking before leaving. 

Where does this glass of water come from? Is it in the fridge? Because Tony had been focusing on 

himself and didn’t see where Lin Rui brought the glass of water, so he’s asking this question now. 

“J.A.R.V.I.S, look at where Jackson poured the water for me.” Tony seems to have found a clue and 

quickly directed J.A.R.V.I.S to look for it. 

“Yes! Sir.” Soon, J.A.R.V.I.S. brought out the video of Lin Rui actions last night. 

“The cup was taken from the kitchen, but there was no water in the refrigerator. Okay? What is he 

doing?” Tony was puzzled to see Lin Rui put the cup on the table and then reached out and pulled 

something out of his pocket and poured it in. 

“I don’t know, sir. It looks like it’s just some water.” J.A.R.V.I.S answered truthfully. 

“Would people really keep a glass of water in their pocket when they attend a party? Is there a clearer 

picture? I want to see what Jackson has given me.” Tony is almost certain that the water Lin Rui gave 

him removed the Palladium Poisoning from his body, so he needs to know what Lin Rui actually put in 

that cup. 

Soon, J.A.R.V.I.S. changed the camera to a clearer angle and took all of Lin Rui’s actions. Tony still didn’t 

see clearly what Lin Rui had pulled out of his pocket even in slow motion. It only took a single movement 

to pour water, and then a glass of water appeared in the cup on the table, as if something had blurred 

the lens at that moment. 

“Magic? How on earth did that glass of water come into being? And more importantly, what exactly is 

that glass of water? Why can it eliminate Palladium Poisoning!?” Tony, who didn’t see how Lin Rui made 



this glass of water, was even more confused. He wanted to grab Lin Rui and ask him face to face 

immediately. 

“J.A.R.V.I.S! Call Jackson and say I have something to discuss with him, something very important! ” Not 

delaying for a second, Tony shouted. 

“Yes, sir. I have already called Mr. Jackson and I am waiting to be connected.” 

Dudu~duo~beep~ 

“Sir, Mr. Jackson is not answering his phone.” Waiting for a while, J.A.R.V.I.S did not get through Lin 

Rui’s call. 

“Come on, let’s go to his school and find him!” Standing up from his chair, Tony is going to find Lin Rui 

himself. Tony couldn’t calm down if he didn’t solve the problem. 

“Sir, the high school is currently closed. Mr. Jackson should not be in school now.” Hearing Tony’s words, 

J.A.R.V.I.S. calmly reminded him. 

Tony: “...” 

“Jackson, what on earth did you gave me?!” 

Lin Rui gave Tony a drink and it was the low-level Holy Spring Water that he had been reluctant to use 

but in order not to let Tony continue to suffer from Palladium Poisoning and not to see Tony’s spirit 

slowly collapse, Lin Rui quietly poured the Low-Level Holy Spring Water to Tony last night. 

Because Lin Rui has directly taken that from the system space, the camera of J.A.R.V.I.S can’t capture 

the clear picture. But if Lin Rui knew that his action was seen by Tony, he might not have been so 

careless. Now, he has to find a suitable reason for his small negligence. 

...... 

Chapter 102 Iron Man And Spidermantony’s Seaside Luxury Villa, Because He Had Drunk The Low-

level Holy Spring Water, His Health Has Been Once Again Completely Recovered. Although Tony 

Knows That This Is Only Temporary And As Long As An Alternative To Palladium Isn’t Found, He Will 

Not Be Free From The Threat Of Death, But Now He Can Begin To Renew His Research For Alternative 

Elements And Another Important Thing Is That He Is Completely Recovered So He Can Fully Use His 

Physical And Mental Abilities.“j.a.r.v.i.s, Did The Analysis Came Out?” In Tony’s Basement, He Was 

Sitting On A Biology Test Bench Looking At A Microscope. 

“Sir, the result came out. According to the detection of the remaining glass of water you drank last night, 

it contains a variety of elements can not be detected, the rest is no different from ordinary water.” 

Under Tony’s inquiry, JARVIS replied quickly and then projected the results of the analysis to Tony’s face 

with 3d projection. 

When Tony woke up in the morning and found out the changes in his body, he first needed to find out 

the reason: Lin Rui brought him the glass of water last night. So when Lin Rui couldn’t be contacted for 

the time being, Tony began to inspect some of the remaining water in the glass. Fortunately, Tony was 

already drunk last night. He left some water when he drank, otherwise there would be nothing left in 

the glass. 



“Undetectable elements? Is that what removed the Palladium Poisoning from my body?” Tony muttered 

as he watched the projection displayed by J.A.R.V.I.S. in front of his eyes. 

“What about other test results? Did you find anything?” Tony couldn’t do anything about some 

undetectable elements, so he had to ask again. Although he has no hope, there may be an accidental 

discovery. 

“Although there is no result in the analysis of its elements, the nuclear wave seismograph detects a 

familiar fluctuation, which is emitted by these elements together.” To Tony’s surprise, J.A.R.V.I.S. 

suddenly gave him an answer that surprised him. 

“What? What familiar fluctuations?!” Hearing J.A.R.V.I.S’s words., Tony quickly raised his head from the 

microscope and asked loudly. 

“The fluctuations detected in this sample are very similar to the mysterious fluctuations on the guardian 

charm that Mr. Jackson sent you before. I made a series of comparisons in the database. Although the 

two fluctuations are inconsistent, they clearly belong to similar items.” Under Tony’s inquiry, J.A.R.V.I.S. 

gives his own analysis results. 

! 

At the same time, J.A.R.V.I.S. showed Tony a series of results from Tony’s previous tests on the Freya 

Guardian together with those from the newly acquired results on the Low-Level Holy Spring Water. The 

two results did not seem to have much in common, but J.A.R.V.I.S. quickly pulled out a data that was a 

magical fluctuation detected by a nuclear wave seismograph. Sure enough, although the fluctuations 

emitted by the two items are inconsistent, some similar rules can be found between them. 

“Jackson sent me that Guardian charm and it seemed to have some magical power, such was the case 

when it helped me through the most difficult times in the desert last time, but it was made with some 

ordinary plant materials. Jackson gave me this drink last night. The glass of water contained some 

elements that could not be detected, and similar fluctuations were also detected.” Looking at the results 

of the analysis, Tony’s eyes were getting brighter and brighter. 

Although Tony still doesn’t know what these secrets are, he knows he’ll figure it out sooner or later. But 

before he can figure out these magic things, he needs to find Lin Rui and ask him to give him some more 

magic water that could remove Palladium Poisoning like last night. Only by getting rid of Palladium 

Poisoning threat to his life can Tony have more time to look for alternative elements and find the secrets 

of these things. 

“J.A.R.V.I.S, have you found Jackson?” Determined, Tony waved the results of his analysis into the secret 

archives and then asked J.A.R.V.I.S. 

“I’ve already detected Mr. Jackson’s position. He’s in a car repair center outside his neighborhood. It 

seems that something has gone wrong with his new jeep.” J.A.R.V.I.S., a powerful search engine, finally 

found Lin Rui’s current location and sent it to Tony’s mobile phone. 

“OK, is there anything else? If not then I’m going to look for our magic kid.” Tony got up from his chair 

and picked up his cell phone. 



“Sir, you asked me to look for Mirage Knight and Daredevil before, and now there’s a clue.” Just as Tony 

was about to leave the basement, J.A.R.V.I.S. suddenly said. 

“Ohh? Did you find them?” Tony was a little surprised to hear J.A.R.V.I.S. Tony thought that Vigilantes 

like Mirage Knight would be hard to find, but J.A.R.V.I.S. had clues. 

“I haven’t found Mirage Knight and Daredevil yet, but I have found another Vigilante. According to 

police records and some cameras on the streets of New York, I found a link between this Vigilante and 

Mirage Knight. Maybe you can find Mirage Knight through him.” Soon, J.A.R.V.I.S. said the result of his 

search. 

“Oh? Another Vigilante? Who?” Hearing J.A.R.V.I.S. saying that there’s another Vigilante, Tony asked 

curiously. 

“Spiderman.” 

...... 

In Queens, New York, Peter, who helped Dr. Connors finish his experiment returned home in the 

morning. Despite the exhaustion, Peter is very happy because they are getting closer and closer to their 

experimental success. A gene serum without any side effects can help injured soldiers and people who 

have lost a certain part of their body due to accidents to re-exist new limbs, and can also optimize genes 

to treat some stubborn genetic diseases. This will be a great medical achievement. 

However, Peter, who returned home today, seemed to feel an unusual atmosphere at home. Uncle Ben 

is not off work yet, but Aunt May should be cooking. But there was little movement in the house, and 

the messy entrance corridor seemed to have been carefully cleaned. Sensing the situation in the room a 

little, Peter did not find anything strange, but Aunt May seemed to have friends. 

“Mei? Whose luxury sports car is parked outside?” As he walked towards the living room, Peter asked. 

Nor did he notice who the guest sitting on the living room sofa with Aunt May was, possibly just a 

neighbor nearby. 

Peter, you’re back! Why didn’t you tell me?” Hearing Peter’s voice, Aunt May, sitting on the sofa, called 

back to him and asked a question that Peter did not understand. 

“Hey~ What didn’t I tell you?” Hearing Aunt May’s words, Peter looked at her doubtfully. Just then the 

guest sitting next to Aunt May turned around. 

“Hello, Mr. Parker.” Tony put down the cup in his hand and smiled and greeted Peter. 

“Ah! Mr. Stark!” Peter was frightened to see Tony at his house and at the same time he was also excited. 

Last time in Monaco, Peter and Tony met, but he couldn’t say a word. 

“Peter, why didn’t you tell me, are you keeping secrets from me?” Just as Peter was surprised, Aunt May 

asked again. Apparently what Tony had said to May had let her become a little angry. 

“This...” Peter, who did not know how to answer, hesitated a little. 

“Peter received a scholarship from Stark Industries for his excellent performance. I really like students 

like Peter.” Just when Peter was in an awkward situation, Tony helped him out in time. 



“Yes, scholarship! Thank you, Mr. Stark.” Peter reacted quickly and followed Tony’s words. 

“Peter, would you mind showing me around your room so we can talk privately?” Standing up from the 

sofa, Tony looked at Peter and asked. 

“Umm~ I don’t mind!” Nodding excitedly, Peter quickly agreed. 

“Excellent, I am going to prepare lunch.” Aunt May also laughed and stood up, saying a word and then 

went to the kitchen. 

Then Peter took Tony into his room. Although he doesn’t know why Tony came here today and found an 

excuse for a scholarship, Peter’s excitement was overwhelming. 

“Mr. Stark, this is my room.” Peter is going to give a brief introduction to Tony, who followed him to visit 

his small room. 

So this is your little nest? Fighting criminals everywhere outside, saving people, and then coming back to 

this small room.” Looking up and down at Peter’s room, Tony suddenly asked calmly. 

“Umm~...” Peter was a little stunned when he heard Tony’s words. Things now seemed to become a 

little strange. Mr. Stark seems to know something about him. 

“So, what about your spider suit? Spiderman?” Turning to Peter’s wardrobe, Tony asked faintly. 

Chapter 103 I Don’t Understand The World Of The Rich 

Tony flipped out Peter’s Spiderman suit hidden in the wardrobe. Seeing the Low-Level Spiderman suit, 

Tony threw it aside in disgust. 

“Don’t do that! Mr. Stark!” Grabbing the Spiderman suit, Peter shouted helplessly. Although he doesn’t 

know how his Spiderman’s identity was revealed, he obviously has no way to deal with Tony right now. 

“So you usually swing around New York’s wearing this suit?” Clapping his hands, Tony looked at Peter, 

who was putting the Spiderman suit back into the wardrobe. 

“Mr. Stark, it’s none of your business!” Peter looked at Tony with a helpless expression on his face and 

said. 

“Eh? Can you even see with these?” He doesn’t know when Tony moved but he was checking out the 

self-made Spiderman eyes again. 

! 

“I can see from them! Because if something happened, my senses turned up to an eleven and they get 

very sensitive. I need to wear this to make me more focused.” Petre grabbed his suits eyes from Tony’s 

playing hands before explaining. 

“Yeah? So, when you find yourself with the power that ordinary people don’t have, you decide to put on 

your tights and go out to fight the criminals?” Looking at Peter’s flustered look, Tony asked. 

“Is what I think I should do with these powers, Helping people. Isn’t it?” Hearing Tony’s words, Peter 

answered earnestly. 



“That’s a good idea, but do you really want to help others in this way all the time? The responsibility of 

guardianship is very heavy. Are you sure you can keep it up?” Hearing Peter’s answer, Tony went on to 

ask. 

“Of course, I am sure!” 

“Good, since we all want to guard other people, maybe I can help you.” Nodding, Tony looked at Peter 

and said. 

“Mr. Stark, what do you mean?” Peter was a little bit confused by Tony’s words. 

“I am going to give you a set of high-tech hero suits so that you can help others better. As for this 

rubbish, throw it out.” Although Tony was originally looking for Mirage Knight, Peter is an unexpected 

discovery. Perhaps, with his help, Spiderman can be a true Superhero. 

“Really? Mr. Stark?!” It seems that Peter can’t believe what he heard and asked in surprise. 

“Of course, but we are a group of people in the future. If you don’t do well, I will take back the spider 

suit.” With a nod, Tony gave Peter a positive answer. 

“Yeah!” His Spiderman suit has been spit out by Mirage Knight but now with the support of Iron Man, 

how can Peter not be excited. 

“Don’t be too excited. I have some questions to ask you now.” Seeing Peter’s happy look, Tony finally 

got to the topic he came to find him today. 

“Well, what’s the problem, Mr. Stark?” Peter, who was really excited, asked quickly. 

“I know that you and Jackson are good friends. Does he know that you are Spiderman?” This is the first 

question Tony asks. 

Tony has been guessing Lin Rui’s identity since he learned that Spiderman found by J.A.R.V.I.S. was 

Peter. A young man who can pull out the magic water to treat Palladium Poisoning and a good friend of 

New York’s Vigilante, it’s easy to draw some conclusions by connecting these things. Perhaps Lin Rui 

himself is a Vigilante. Recalling the appearance of Lin Rui and Mirage Knight on the day of the Obadiah 

incident and the relationship between Mirage Knight and Spiderman, Peter and Lin Rui, Tony has some 

speculations. 

“Jackson? He doesn’t know, I never told anyone that I a Spiderman.” Peter shook his head and replied as 

he heard Tony’s question. Of course, Peter didn’t know that Lin Rui was the Mirage Knight, otherwise, 

Lin Rui would have been exposed right now. 

“He doesn’t know? Did I guess wrong?” Tony frowned slightly at Peter’s answer. “What about Mirage 

Knight? Do you know who he is? Or does he know who you are?” 

“Mirage Knight? I don’t know who he is, but he knows who I am. I let him see my face in one action.” 

Shaking his head, Peter said he didn’t know who Mirage Knight was. 

“He knows who you are, but you don’t know who he is. Perhaps, this guy is deliberately hiding.” Tony is 

not sure if Lin Rui is Mirage Knight, but he still has his doubts. 



But even if Lin Rui is Mirage Knight, Tony can’t explain the magic of things he had gotten, since he can 

cure his Palladium Poisoning. Is there any huge high-tech support behind a Vigilante or is he a magical 

young man? 

“Then what about Daredevil, do you know who he is?” Pressing down his doubts, Tony asked again. 

“Well, I don’t know. Although we are in a team, we all respect the right of others to keep their real 

identity secret.” Shaking his head, Peter also did not know Matt’s identity. 

“Ok, I understand your concerns. Then, I want you to bring a message to Mirage Knight and tell him I 

want to meet him. Iron Man, Tony Stark wants to talk to him face to face.” Peter couldn’t provide more 

information here and Tony had to leave a message. Some things were better-said face to face. 

“Ok, I’ll tell him.” Peter nodded and assured him. Iron Man wants to meet Mirage Knight, Peter’s two 

different idols are going to meet each other, this is very exciting news. 

“Well, I just wanted to talk to you today and let you bring a message to Mirage Knight.” When things 

were finished, Tony got up and was ready to leave. 

“Mr. Stark, You are not going to tell anyone that I am Spiderman, are you?” Seeing Tony leaving, Peter 

quickly asked. 

“Don’t worry, I will protect your little secret,” Tony promised while siling. 

“Thank you, Mr. Stark!” 

“Oh, yes. I promise you that your spider suit will be sent to you after it’s made. Pay attention to check 

it.” Coming to the door, Tony suddenly remembered something and turned to Peter and said. 

“Yes, Mr. Stark, I will be looking forward to it!” 

Then Tony left Peter’s house. Aunt May also wanted to keep Tony at home for dinner, but she also knew 

that people like Tony Stark might not be used to her cooking, so she didn’t say much. 

Leaving Spiderman’s home, Tony drove his luxury sports car and galloped to the location where Lin Rui 

was. Whether Lin Rui is Mirage Knight or not, Tony had to ask him about the glass of water that 

removed the Palladium Poisoning. 

...... 

“Hey! You just changed two simple parts. Why do you charge me 500 dollars?” Just after parking outside 

a car repair shop, Tony heard Lin Rui’s voice coming from the shop. Obviously, he was very dissatisfied 

with the repair cost of $500. 

“You have to know that your Jeep is very old. I have changed two parts for you and it can continue to 

run. Otherwise, it can only be thrown into the scrap yard. 500 is already a generous price!” While 

depreciating Lin Rui’s newly arrived jeep, the shopkeeper said 500 was the normal price. 

“Throwing to the scrap yard?! I just got it. I picked it up from the used car market and used it several 

days before I bought it! ” Lin Rui almost died of anger when he heard the shopkeeper’s words. Although 

his jeep looks really old, its performance is really good, otherwise, Lin Rui wouldn’t have bought it. 



“Anyway, the cost of repairing is 500. If you don’t like it, I’ll replace them again with your old parts. But 

you still have to pay me a hundred labor costs.” The shopkeeper is obviously not the one who will lose. 

The bad thing is that this is Lin Rui’s car and not his. 

“You!...” Five hundred dollars is not a lot of money for the current Lin Rui, but he does not want to be 

pitted. 

“Can I swipe my card?” Just as Lin Rui was thinking about another theory, a familiar voice suddenly came 

from behind him. 

“Ah!~ You are... Mr. Stark!” Lin Rui hasn’t turned around yet, and the shopkeeper has squinted and 

screamed. 

“Mr. Stark, why are you here?” Seeing the shopkeeper’s surprise, Lin Rui turned around and saw Tony 

slowly coming over. 

“So, can I swipe my card?” Ignoring Lin Rui, Tony asked again. 

“Are you going to pay for the repairs? Certainly!” When Tony asked again, the shopkeeper answered. 

After that, the shopkeeper was about to go to the back and bring the card switcher. 

“No, I am not going to pay the repair fee. I want to ask you if I can swipe my card and buy your store?” 

But as the shopkeeper turned around, Tony shook his head and delivered two more sentences. It was 

normal to hear the previous sentence. After hearing the latter sentence, the shopkeeper was stunned 

on the spot. 

And Lin Rui stood by and silently watched Tony. He really doesn’t understand the World of the rich. 

Chapter 104 Displaying His Bravery And Wisdom 

A few minutes later, Lin Rui and Tony were sitting face to face in a coffee shop. As for the car and the 

repair shop, it is now the property of Stark’s industry. 

“Mr. Stark, it seems that I have to pay you for the repair of my car now.” After taking a sip of coffee and 

putting the cup in front of him, Lin Rui looked across at Tony and said with a smile. Although Lin Rui 

couldn’t understand the world of rich man, he was secretly very happy to see Tony buy the repair shop 

directly. 

“Five hundred dollars. If you want a car, I can give you a new one. Stark Industries has been designing its 

own car and the latest anti-gravity maglev vehicle is about to take shape.” Hearing that Lin Rui was still 

struggling with five hundred dollars, Tony said with a smile. With the value of the glass of water that Lin 

Rui gave Tony last night, he can pretty much ask Tony anything. That glass of water saved Tony’s life. 

“Ohh, The Stark Industries has been designing their own car, obviously you want to drive a faster and 

more exciting sports car? And isn’t it too extravagant to add anti-gravity technology to a car! Will it run 

on the ground? Or fly in the air?” Lin Rui spoke quickly as he heard Tony’s words. When did the Stark 

Industries get interested in cars? If it wasn’t for Tony, the entire Stark Industries combined wouldn’t be 

able to make anti-gravity cars. 



“Although I know that Mr. Stark has always been generous but how can you promise to give me a new 

type of car that has not yet been finalized. It is too generous.” Although he was saying these things 

without much emotion showing on his face, Lin Rui’s face was still very happy. 

“Right, why did you come here? Seeing your drunkness last night, I thought you would have to sleep for 

a few days?” Lin Rui started asking questions. 

Lin Rui still doesn’t know that all of his little movements last night were recorded by J.A.R.V.I.S. and Tony 

already knows that he is alive today because of Lin Rui’s glass of water. If Lin Rui had known, he would 

have taken the time to come up with several excuses. 

“Don’t you know why I came here to look for you? Jackson.” Picking up the coffee in front of him, Tony 

thought about Lin Rui question and replied with one of his own. 

“Well? How should I know?” Lin Rui is stunned when he heard Tony’s words, but he was still very 

confused. 

“Where did the glass of water you gave me last night come from? Don’t say anything about pouring it 

out of the fridge. J.A.R.V.I.S. has your video of last night. That glass of water was poured out of your 

pocket from nothing.” Looking into Lin Rui’s eyes, Tony didn’t beat around the bush anymore and asked 

directly. 

“Uh, that glass of water? Isn’t that a normal glass of water...” Lin Rui didn’t feel good when he heard 

Tony’s words. Originally, the fridge was his prime excuse, but Tony already blocked that excuses. 

“To tell you the truth, before last night, I was about to die of Palladium Poisoning. But after drinking that 

glass of water you gave me, the palladium in my body was cleared overnight. I know you helped me.” 

Seeing that Lin Rui was still acting silly, Tony continued. 

“This...Mr. Stark are you sure you got cured because of that glass of water. Maybe you ate something 

else that cured your poisoning.” Lin Rui couldn’t find an excuse so he could only say nonsense. 

“Jackson, you can rest assured that you saved my life. If this is your secret, I won’t force you to say it. 

But I hope you can give me some of that water, I need more time to find new elements to replace 

Palladium. Although I’m recovering now, the core of Palladium in Arc Reactor is still invading my body all 

the time and I’ll die a month later because of Palladium Poisoning.” He seemed to know that Lin Rui 

would not say or explain anything and Tony did not press him anymore, and then made a request that 

was very important to him. 

Even if Lin Rui didn’t tell Tony where the magical water came from, at least he could help Tony get some 

time so he had more chances to find an alternative to Palladium and get rid of the threat of death 

forever. 

“This... well! Mr. Stark, I am telling you the truth. The water I gave you last night and the charms I gave 

you before were all from a magical place. I know they have some magical effects, but I don’t know why 

they work like this. As for the extra glass of water you said you wanted, I’m sorry, I only have that one.” 

Hearing Tony’s earnest request, Lin Rui finally gave some selective facts. He just described the system as 

a magic place, which is not deception. 



“Magic place? Where? XC? Nepal? Bermuda Triangle? Mysterious Island?” Sure enough, Tony reminded 

Lin Rui of some of the magical places on Earth that are old and mysterious. 

“Neither, Mr. Stark. I won’t tell you where the place is, because I don’t even know.” Shaking his head, 

Lin Rui denied Tony’s guess. Why doesn’t Tony guessed that they were from an alien planet? That would 

be a bit more reliable. 

“And, you said Palladium Poisoning, I think a month is enough for you to find new alternatives.” As long 

as Lin Rui tells Tony about Howard Stark’s legacy in S.H.I.E.L.D., he will soon find a new element and he 

won’t have to worry about his body. 

Tony was disappointed to hear Lin Rui’s words and leaned back in his chair. Although he now has one 

month to search for a new element, he has been searching for new element for so long without any 

results. How can he guarantee to find it in the next month? 

Seeing Tony’s disappointment, Lin Rui almost told him the truth, but he finally suppressed it. It is not the 

time to expose himself, although he believes that Tony will not tell others. But now that S.H.I.E.L.D. is 

still under Hydra’s control, Lin Rui can’t take the risk. 

“Mirage Knight!” However, just as Lin Rui was trying to tell Tony what he thought, Tony, sitting opposite 

him, suddenly shouted at Lin Rui. 

“Ohh? Mirage Knight? Does Mr. Stark know the famous Vigilante, too?” The hand holding the coffee 

didn’t shake, and Lin Rui looked up and asked Tony. 

Looking at Lin Rui’s performance which is very calm, but in fact, Lin Rui was so scared that he almost 

threw out the coffee in his hand. Lin Rui didn’t know why Tony suddenly called him Mirage Knight, but 

he must have some doubts. If it hadn’t been for the energy cultivation technique that Lin Rui’s practice, 

Lin Rui would have been defrauded by Tony just now. 

“Nothing, just a meeting with him. What do you know about this Mirage Knight, Jackson?” Looking 

closely at Lin Rui’s expression, he finally found no flaws and Tony had to move on. 

Indeed, Tony was just swindling Lin Rui, he wanted to see if his mysterious kid was the Vigilante Mirage 

Knight. However, the results seemed to disappoint him. 

“Mr. Stark had seen Mirage Knight! Actually, I don’t know much about him, but I’m a member of his fans 

website. Mirage Knight fans will collect some good things that Mirage Knight has done and they will 

make a series of stories on the site. If Mr. Stark is interested in Mirage Knight, you can go to that 

website. By the way, the new Vigilante Spiderman is also very popular and is about to catch up with 

Mirage Knight. He also has his own fans website.” Like chatting with an ordinary friend, Lin Rui laughed 

and said to Tony. 

“Well, I’ve found the phantom hero. Maybe you’ll see him in two days.” Looking at Lin Rui, Tony said 

lightly. Tony kept his promise to Peter and didn’t tell him his identity. Tony, however, used this message 

to continue testing Lin Rui. 

“Really?! If Mr. Stark can really let me see Mirage Knight, I will be very happy.” His heart was already 

starting to beat like drums, but Lin Rui was still laughing and talking calmly on the outside. 



“Did Tony really find me? Where was I exposed? Is it Matt? Or Peter? Or Wade? Jack?!” Carefully 

thinking about where he was exposed, Lin Rui has thought about his teammates over and over. 

“Don’t worry, I’ll tell you the day I go to see him. But whether you can see him or not will depend on 

your luck.” Tony said lightly. If Lin Rui and Mirage Knight really appeared in front of Tony at the same 

time, then his guess about Lin Rui being Mirage Knight would be broken. 

“Well, then I hope that my luck is better!” Lin Rui said with a small excitement. “What shit type luck! I 

don’t want to see Mirage Knight!” This is the real thought in Lin Rui’s heart. 

Then, Tony didn’t talk to Lin Rui much. Today, he came to find Lin Rui and wasn’t able to achieve his 

initial goals, but Tony knew at least some things. As for Palladium Poisoning, Tony can only hope that he 

is lucky. 

After watching Tony leave, Lin Rui kept smiling for a long time and it finally collapsed. It’s tired to fight 

the battle of wits with Tony for so long. Lin Rui feels it’s better if Tony put on his Iron Man Armor and 

fight him. 

Buzz~ 

Just as Lin Rui was wondering whether he was really exposed, the phone belonging to Mirage Knight in 

his pocket rang. 

“Hey? Mirage Knight, do you know who I saw??” 

“Who?” Lin Rui suddenly had a bad feeling when he heard Peter’s voice from the phone. 

“Iron Man! Mr. Tony Stark!” 

Lin Rui: “...” 

Chapter 105 Nick’s Arrangement 

“Hey! Mirage Knight! Are you still there?!” 

“Yes, what did you say.” Resisting the urge to curse directly, Lin Rui tried to sound normal. 

“Mr. Stark said he wanted to meet you as soon as possible.” At the other end of the line, Peter conveyed 

Tony’s request. 

“Well, I see.” With a faint promise, Lin Rui is more entangled now. 

“Huh? Why do you sound like you already know?” When he heard Lin Rui’s answer, Peter asked with 

some doubts. 

“No, I am just not so surprised. By the way, do you know how Mr. Stark discovered your identity?” 

Simply explaining to Peter, Lin Rui was concerned about how Peter was exposed. 

“I don’t know this. Anyway, Mr. Stark came directly to my house today. He talked with me for a while 

and said that we will be in a team in the future. He also promised to make a high-tech spider costume 

for me!” Peter certainly doesn’t know how he exposed himself and he was still excited. 

“He’s in the same team as you?” Lin Rui was a bit embarrassed to hear Peter’s remarkable excitement. 



“This Tony, why did he have to poach members of his team! He can also make a high-tech spider suit for 

Peter. This is going to hold Spiderman in hand!” It was a shame for Tony’s approach, Lin Rui, and Iron 

Man and Spiderman. Is this a group of insect iron cp? ! Where is the phantom hero? 

“Mirage Knight? What are you talking about?” Not hearing Lin Rui’s murmur, Peter on the other end of 

the phone asked aloud. 

“Nothing. I know about it. I’ll arrange it myself. As for you, be careful when you go out later. Since Mr. 

Stark can find you, so can other people,” Lin Rui reminded Peter before hanging up. Tony has 

advantages that many people can’t have, but there’s more than one genius in the world. It would be 

better if Spiderman is careful. 

“I know. But can you bring me with you when you go to see Mr. Stark?” With a promise, Peter finally 

asked again. 

! 

Without giving any answer, Lin Rui quickly hung up the phone. 

Ah! I really asked for it! Why didn’t I just say I don’t know anything about Mirage Knight? And I even told 

him that I am a member of his fans website! Isn’t it digging a hole for myself? If I didn’t show any 

interest in Mirage Knight, maybe Tony wouldn’t have invited me to see him!” Hanging up the phone, Lin 

Rui is extremely upset. 

It turned out that Tony was not just saying that he was going to see Mirage Knight. He had found Peter. 

Of course, Mirage Knight could also refuse Tony’s invitation, so that Lin Rui’s identity would not be 

exposed. But Mirage Knight is sure to meet Tony. For S.H.I.E.L.D., for Howard’s legacy, for Lin Rui’s 

future plans, Mirage Knight is needed as an identity to contact Tony. 

Until Hydra inside S.H.I.E.L.D. was not completely removed, Lin Rui would not expose himself to Tony. 

Lin Rui can be sure that S.H.I.E.L.D. has been investigating him for a long time, and it may be only a 

matter of time before they find his secrets. Not to mention that S.H.I.E.L.D. is a big pit hole now. Even 

without Hydra, S.H.I.E.L.D. is not Lin Rui’s favorite organization. Lin Rui prefers to find some like-minded 

teammates to form a team. 

“Forget it! I will pretend to be ill the day I went to see Tony. He can’t drag me over then, would he?!” 

Not able to think of any good solution. Lin Rui can only think about it first. 

...... 

Just as Lin Rui was worrying about how to meet Tony, Tony had driven his luxury sports car back to his 

seaside villa. After a morning of cleaning done by robots and staff, the walls and the mess that Tony 

made last night were all cleaned up. 

“Mr. Stark!” Seeing Tony back, Happy, who left with Pepper last night, rushed up and shouted. Happy 

left last night because Miss Pepper was too angry. As Stark’s personal bodyguard, Happy is back now, 

perhaps at Pepper’s command. 

“You are here at just the right time! Go to a flower shop and buy a few batches of flowers and send 

them to Pepper. Say that I am very sorry about what happened last night. I have more important things 



to do so don’t bother me.” When he saw Happy, Tony suddenly remembered what he had done last 

night and he gave him some tasks and rushed into the basement. 

“Yes! Mr. Stark!” With a loud answer, Happy had run away. 

! 

“J.A.R.V.I.S!” As soon as he rushed into the basement, Tony began to call J.A.R.V.I.S. 

“Yes, sir.” 

“What is the result of the voice file I sent you before? Did he lie?” Sitting in the chair, Tony asked 

J.A.R.V.I.S while swiping on the computer screen. It turned out that Tony had recorded all the 

conversations with Lin Rui and sent them to J.A.R.V.I.S. He still didn’t believe what Lin Rui said. 

“The test results showed that Mr. Jackson did not lie,” J.A.R.V.I.S quickly replied. 

“The results of this test may not be so accurate. After all, humans still have many ways to avoid lie 

detectors. Forget it, no matter whether Jackson has told the truth, I still have to hurry to find out the 

alternative element. This month cannot be wasted.” Tony doesn’t seem to blindly trust the results of 

J.A.R.V.I.S. tests this time. So much has happened, and Tony knows that some things are not easily 

explained by machines or science. 

“J.A.R.V.I.S., it’s time to turn over our old story and open all databases from 7 to 11. We’re going to start 

from the beginning!” 

“Yes, sir!” 

...... 

As Tony returned to the search for alternatives for Palladium, Pepper’s secretary, Natasha, was meeting 

a friend at a small cafe near the Stark Industries Building. This friend of hers is very distinctive, the kind 

that people will never forget when they meet. Because her friend is a one-eyed man. 

“Natasha, how’s Tony? Listen to your previous report, his Palladium Poisoning is already very serious.” 

Drinking a cup of delicious coffee, Nick Fury asked faintly. 

“Tony made a big scene at home last night. He almost seemed on the verge of mental breakdown. But 

this morning he drove out very actively and didn’t come back until noon. And looking at his face, it’s not 

like Palladium Poisoning is very serious.” Sitting opposite Nick, Natasha reported Tony’s latest 

intelligence to the Director of S.H.I.E.L.D. 

“Hm? What did he do out there? Did he find a way to relieve Palladium Poisoning?” Nick was surprised 

to hear Natasha’s report. 

When it comes to Marvel World’s influential figure, Nick Fury must be one. Although he seems to have 

no special abilities other than his longevity, his wisdom or various means are very powerful. Knowing 

that there are ways in Howard’s legacy to help Tony get rid of the Palladium Poisoning, Nick will wait 

until Tony’s poisoning is so deep that he’s on the verge of collapse so that a proud fellow like Tony 

would join S.H.I.E.L.D given him depth to him. 



As the director of S.H.I.E.L.D., Nick Fury’s plan to form an Avengers alliance was not supported by 

everyone, but Nick withstood the pressure to complete his plan step by step. In his plan, Iron Man Tony 

Stark is an integral part. In addition to Tony’s intelligence, S.H.I.E.L.D. also needs a lot of financial 

support. Stark Industries is a good choice. 

“Tony went out to meet two people, Peter Parker, and Jackson Lin. Jackson Lin met Tony months ago, 

and Peter Parker is a good friend of Jackson Lin. We don’t know for the moment why Tony went to 

them, but we’ll keep track of them.” Natasha said as she handed Nick a tablet that showed some details 

of Lin Rui and Peter. 

“These two young men are excellent! High school scores are all A, this Peter also has a very high 

biological talent, and now he is doing experiments with a doctor. As for Jackson, Tony seems to 

appreciate him too.” Simply browsing the information of two young people on the next tablet, Nick said 

lightly. Now that S.H.I.E.L.D. lacks such a bright and energetic young man, Nick Frey has a new idea of 

soliciting. 

“The investigation of these two young people is to be carried out in secret and don’t disturb their lives. 

As for Tony, it seems that we have to wait a little longer.” Placing the tablet on the table, Nick simply 

gave instructions. 

“Understood.” 

...... 

Chapter 106 Finally Found 

In the secret factory of Hammer Industries in Queens, New York, hundreds of empty Iron Man Armors 

are suspended from the assembly line. With Tony Stark’s Iron Man Armor as a reference, Hammer 

Industries can easily make the outer structure of the Iron Man Armor. 

But their similar appearance is the only thing that is similar. There are no micro Arc Reactors, no 

advanced operating systems, and these Iron Man Armors are just a few more expensive iron bumps. 

These Iron Man Armors would have only been hidden in this plant indefinitely without a stable and huge 

energy source and a sophisticated and humane operating system. However, all this has changed since 

Ivan appeared. 

“Hey! Ivan, how is the progress?” Justin Hammer came to the factory under the protection of several 

bodyguards and asked Ivan, who was working under an Iron Man Armor. 

“It’s all garbage. I need to rewrite the entire structure of the system.” Without raising his head, Ivan 

rapped his fingers on the keyboard in front of him. 

“Uh, garbage...” Justin Hammer was embarrassed to hear Ivan degrading his products. But he can only 

bear it because he needs Ivan’s technology to help him make a comeback. 

“You will need the highest authority and password for that. I call someone...” 

Dī dī~ 

“Looks like you’ve got it when I didn’t say...” Justin Hammer was even more embarrassed to see Ivan get 

access so easily. 



“Leave everything here to me. What are you even going to do here? Tony Stark is our common enemy 

and I will help you create the perfect Iron Man Regiment.” Not wanting Justin to bother him again, Ivan 

walked away from the computer and said to him faintly. Of course, he would create the Iron Man 

Regiment, but instead of pleasing Justin Hammer and the US military, he would kill Tony Stark with the 

Iron Man Regiments. 

“Oh! Then I will wait for your good news!” If he stays here any longer, he might get mad at Ivan, so 

Justin left the factory in Ivan’s hands. 

“Tony Stark, the gift I have prepared for you will soon be created.” 

...... 

Like any other peaceful night, Lin Rui incarnates as Mirage Knight and was wandering in the busy streets 

of New York. Although the mainline quest issued before by the system has been completed, Lin Rui has 

also developed the habit of robbing the streets of crimes and protecting civilians. Moreover, he recently 

had some troubles and came out to teach the bad guys to vent his frustration. 

“Huhh~The matter regarding Tony can’t be dragged any more. I will go see him tomorrow. Anyway, I 

have been sick at home for two days. I will make myself look more serious tomorrow.” Just after taking 

care of a few robbers who were robbing an old man’s things. Lin Rui sits on the top of a building and 

looks at the lights below. In order to make sure that Tony doesn’t suspect him, Lin Rui specially 

exchanged a kind of truancy capsule from the system shop that will make him look as if he is having a 

serious illness. 

Buzz~ 

Just as Lin Rui was sitting on the roof thinking, his cell phone in his pocket rang. It was the cell phone he 

used as Mirage Knight. 

“Hm? Daredevil, what is it?” Seeing the caller ID, Lin Rui answered the phone with some curiosity. 

Since the accident with vampires, Matt had said that he has to give himself a vacation and then he will 

fight with his intent and spirit with Wilson. But this was only a few days ago. Has Wilson done something 

big? 

“Mirage Knight, my identity is exposed.” However, Daredevil’s next words made Lin Rui’s eyebrows 

wrinkle tightly. 

Remembering the exposure of Peter Spiderman’s identity, Lin Rui then asked, “Who is the other party? 

Not Tony Stark again?” 

“Mr. Stark? No, it’s an organization called SHIELD. They didn’t explain too much to me and just invited 

me to join their organization.” Matt denied Lin Rui’s guess on the phone and then gave Lin Rui an 

unexpected answer. 

“S.H.I.E.L.D.? How did they find you? But it doesn’t matter.” Hearing Matt’s answer, Lin Rui’s brow 

wrinkled even tighter. 

“Well? Mirage Knight, do you know them? Hearing Lin Rui’s murmur, Matt continued on the other end 

of the phone. 



“Daredevil, let’s talk about that later. Now that they have found you, they should not be too far from 

me. I’ll hang up first.” Without giving any explanation to Matt on the phone, Lin Rui quickly hung up. 

Because he has noticed some movement. 

~ 

On the roof of a building several hundred meters high, the wind generated by the airflow wantonly 

blows on Lin Rui. Below, the bustling neon lights on the streets of New York make the night particularly 

beautiful. But it’s dark above the city, like where Lin Rui is. 

Huh! 

Quietly sitting on the edge of the roof, Lin Rui operated the Insight Technique to its limit and finally 

sensed an object rushing towards his position and finally stopped behind him. 

“Ohh! They even used a Quinjet to track me! I am really flattered!” Sensing what the big object that 

landed behind him was, Lin Rui, sitting on the edge of the roof, slowly stood up. 

Dada~ 

Before Lin Rui turned around, there was a sound of footsteps behind him. 

“Hello, Mirage Knight.” This is a very common opening remark, but how can Lin Rui be so familiar with 

this sound? 

“Agent Coulson? Hello.” Turning around, Lin Rui’s expected Nick Fury to show up but it was Agent 

Coulson who came to see him. 

It seems that I am not strong and known enough to have Nick Fury personally come to see me and Lin 

Rui filed this information for later use. In fact, Lin Rui is really wrong. Coulson’s level in S.H.I.E.L.D. is 

quite high. Coulson was responsible for the first contact with Tony. Of course, that was before Tony 

didn’t become Iron Man. In fact, many of the heroes in the Avengers Alliance were recruited and 

organized by Coulson one by one. 

“Ohh? Do you know me?” Originally calm-faced Coulson was surprised to hear Lin Rui calling out his 

name. 

“Phil Coulson, you are an agent of the Strategic Hazard Intervention Espionage Logistics Directorate. Yes, 

I know you.” Nodding, Lin Rui answered Coulson question. 

“Well, we’re now S.H.I.E.L.D.” Instead of wondering how Lin Rui knew his origin, Coulson laughed and 

said that their department had changed its name. 

“Ohh? It should have been changed long ago.” Lin Rui said indifferently. But if S.H.I.E.L.D. changed its 

name, does that mean that Nick Fury has found Steve Rogers, or Captain America, who was frozen for 

seventy years? 

“Mirage Knight seems to know us well?” Because of the mask, Coulson could not see Lin Rui’s 

expressions, but he could hear the change in his tone. 



“Shouldn’t you know more than you’re saying, you just tracked me through Daredevil’s cell phone? You 

rushed here in Quinjet on the busy streets of New York, when did the guys in S.H.I.E.L.D. become so 

aggressive?” Without giving Coulson too much information, Lin Rui asked faintly, shaking his cell phone. 

Crash! 

Then Lin Rui crushed the phone and threw it on the ground beside him. Lin Rui doesn’t have to worry 

about SHIELD finding anything on this mobile phone, which he bought casually on the street. 

“It seems that you really know us well. Then you should know why we came to see you.” Calmly 

watching Lin Rui crush the metal-clad phone with his own power, Coulson then asked. 

“As Daredevil said, you are planning to recruit me in joining S.H.I.E.L.D.” Lin Rui certainly knows what 

Coulson is looking for. Nick Fury’s Avengers Alliance program requires a lot of powerful forces directly 

under his command and the formation of the Avengers Alliance is not a group that ordinary agents can 

fill. 

“Yes, that’s why I came to see you today. I hope you will accept the invitation of S.H.I.E.L.D. and become 

one of us, working together to protect the security of the world’s civilians from the special terrorist 

threat.” Coulson didn’t beat around the bush but extended an olive branch directly to Lin Rui. But Lin Rui 

knows that the olive branch is now covered with poisonous spikes. 

“I’ll have to refuse. I don’t want to be a spy. I don’t like being restricted by all kinds of rules. I am good 

for now.” With a wave, Lin Rui refused Coulson’s invitation directly. 

S.H.I.E.L.D. is really not suitable for Lin Rui right now. Although joining S.H.I.E.L.D. might make Lin Rui a 

Superhero faster, that’s not what he wants. For the Marvel World that has become a reality, Lin Rui has 

given his true feelings to it. Now that he knows what’s going to happen, Lin Rui certainly has to do 

something, and joining S.H.I.E.L.D. will seriously hinder Lin Rui’s freedom of action. 

“Mirage Knight, I hope you’ll think about it again. Join S.H.I.E.L.D. and you won’t have to hide and fight 

the underground forces like you are doing now. We’ll help you.” Coulson didn’t give up. He obviously 

knew who Daredevil was dealing with and wanted to impress Lin Rui with that. 

“Give up, Coulson, I won’t join S.H.I.E.L.D..” As he continued to refuse Coulson, Lin Rui slowly retreated. 

“Mirage Knight!” In Coulson’s exclamation, Lin Rui had retreated to the edge of the roof and had no 

intention of stopping. 

“Goodbye, Agent Coulson! It was good talking to you!” With a wave of his hand, Lin Rui fell down from 

the roof hundreds of meters high in the next moment. 

Hoo! 

Running quickly to the edge of the roof, Coulson looked down nervously. Mirage Knight, who had just 

fallen, paused magically in mid-air for a few moments and finally disappeared safely into the shadows 

behind the building. 

“Third team, Fifth team, can you track Mirage Knight?” Seeing Mirage Knight disappear, Coulson picked 

up the phone and asked. 



“The third team reporting, Mirage Knight is not here.” 

“The fifth team reporting, Mirage Knight is not here.” 

Soon, reports came from both teams ambushed behind the building. Of course, none of them saw 

Mirage Knight. 

“It seems that this Vigilante doesn’t like S.H.I.E.L.D. very much! Hawkeye, withdraw, you have worked 

hard today.” Coulson shook his head helplessly and finally said softly. 

“Roger that.” 

On the roof of the next building, more than 200 meters from the top of the building, Hawkeye lurks here 

and silently collects his bow and arrow. 

...... 

Chapter 107 Iron Man And Mirage Knight 

The Guardian’s secret base, Lin Rui had just explained the existence of S.H.I.E.L.D. and the difficulties it 

faces to Matt. Although S.H.I.E.L.D. found Matt, they did not find the secret base of the Guardians, 

otherwise, Lin Rui could not hide here. 

“It turned out to be the case. According to you, this is not a good time to join S.H.I.E.L.D.” When he 

heard Lin Rui’s explanation, Matt nodded and said. 

In fact, when Coulson found Matt, he was still very excited. Matt worked really hard during the day as a 

lawyer and use his alternate identity to fight crime at night, but what has he accomplished? On the one 

hand, there are factors of self-revenge, on the other hand, he wants to disintegrate Wilson’s underworld 

empire. Although Matt is now in an alliance with Lin Rui and the Guardian League team is getting 

stronger and stronger, but it is not easy to completely smash Wilson. So when Coulson said that he 

could help Matt deal with Wilson, Matt was very excited. 

“Matt, I know that you want to fight Wilson, but now it’s not a good time to be involved with SHIELD. If 

you want to join them after their internal struggle is resolved, I won’t stop you.” Lin Rui also 

understands Matt’s thoughts, so he is also willing to let Matt choose. 

Moreover, in the case of S.H.I.E.L.D. It’s a public office and there should be a lot of salaries. On the other 

hand, Lin Rui himself does not intend to join S.H.I.E.L.D., so somebody has to provide him with some 

convenience and information. 

“I know.” With a nod, Matt said with a sense of propriety. 

“OK, Spiderman should be okay for the time being. Jack has been hiding in Frankenstein Family, and 

S.H.I.E.L.D. won’t find him. As for me, I don’t think S.H.I.E.L.D. will let me go so easily, but they won’t find 

me so easily either.” 

“Well, you should be careful.” Matt didn’t know where he was exposed, but he also doesn’t know who 

Mirage Knight is till today, and S.H.I.E.L.D. could not find it either. 



“I know. Well, I have an appointment with Tony Stark today. I don’t think he likes people who are late.” 

After talking to Matt about S.H.I.E.L.D., it’s time for Lin Rui to get down to business. 

“Mr. Stark? Are you finally going to meet him?” Matt asked curiosity as he heard Lin Rui. He knew that 

Mirage Knight had been preparing to see Tony Stark at a very early time as he seemed to have 

something to say to him. 

“Well, there are some things that I need to say to him. Well, I’ll go first and you should pay more 

attention now.” After that, Lin Rui got up from the sofa and went out. 

“You too.” 

...... 

A building in downtown New York, a building of Stark Industries. Today, Tony will meet Mirage Knight 

here. Of course, Lin Rui would not agree to meet him at Stark Industries main Building or Tony’s beach 

villa. He could not run away if he wanted to. So Lin Rui chose Tony’s downtown building as the meeting 

place. Lin Rui is familiar with that location and even if Tony wants to stop Lin Rui, it is unlikely. 

“Jackson, can’t you really come over? Today is a great opportunity for you to see Mirage Knight.” Sitting 

in a luxurious office in the building, Tony was on the phone with Lin Rui. 

“Cough~ Mr. Stark, although I also want to see Mirage Knight, I don’t have any strength at the moment. 

Maybe you can help ask for an autograph.” Lin Rui, who was rushing downtown, pretended to cough 

twice to make himself sound hoarse. 

“That’s a pity. Don’t worry, if Mirage Knight doesn’t mind, I’ll get that autograph for you.” Hearing Lin 

Rui’s words, Tony no longer insisted. According to Tony’s own information, Lin Rui is really sick and he’s 

not pretending to be sick. He has not gone out for two days. 

“Well, thank you, Mr. Stark.” 

“Then rest.” 

After talking to Lin Rui, Tony was sitting quietly in his chair with his phone in his hand. This time Tony 

looked for Mirage Knight for a single purpose. Tony needs to unite with the heroes who are willing to 

take responsibility for protecting civilians. Tony could have done it himself, and he has been doing it 

since he became Iron Man. But the power of one person is not enough, especially now that Tony has 

other troubles, such as Palladium Poisoning. 

“Mr. Mirage Knight is here, sir.” Just as Tony was thinking, the voice of J.A.R.V.I.S suddenly came out. 

Although it’s only an ordinary building, Tony has given J.A.R.V.I.S certain authority to take over the 

electronic system here. 

“Really? Did he come in directly in that dress? Hearing the reminder of J.A.R.V.I.S., Tony asked curiously. 

He was curious to know what it was like to dress like that in broad daylight, which would attract at least 

a lot of attention. 

“No, sir, Mirage Knight is here.” Seeing Tony wondering how Mirage Knight came in, J.A.R.V.I.S said it 

again. This time and the last statement did not seem to change, but the tone was a bit more serious. 



“I know that he is here, you just said that.” Not understanding why J.A.R.V.I.S has to say the same thing 

twice. Tony feels it necessary to strengthen the core system of J.A.R.V.I.S again. 

~ 

“I think, J.A.R.V.I.S means: I have already arrived in the room.” Just as Tony wondered if J.A.R.V.I.S was 

out of order, a voice suddenly came from behind him. 

! 

Turning his head suddenly, Tony saw a man in a dark grey suit and half-cross-section standing by the 

window. It looked as if he had just come in through the window. But Tony is now in his office in a 

building over two hundred meters high. How did this guy fly in? 

“Hello, Mr. Stark. We’ve met again.” Seeing Tony’s surprise, Lin Rui greeted him calmly. 

“Hello, Mirage Knight.” 

...... 

“Not going to ask me to sit down?” Standing for a while at the window and seeing Tony looking at him, 

Lin Rui reminded him. 

“Oh, please sit down!” Having been looking at Mirage Knight, Tony forgot about it. 

~ 

After two steps, Lin Rui sat down in front of Tony. Lin Rui could see that Tony was still a little defensive, 

so he wasn’t too close to him. 

“Is that your Iron Man Armor?” Looking at a metal box at Tony’s feet, Lin Rui asked faintly. That’s almost 

the same portable steel suitcase Tony used in Monaco before, except for a change of color. 

“Ha-ha, is it so obvious? Yes, this is my Iron Man Armor. When meeting New York’s Vigilante, I can’t be 

unprepared.” Nodding, Tony laughed and admitted. 

When Tony saw Mirage Knight last time, he saw that Mirage Knight had blocked the robot arm of the 

large Iron Man Armor by his own power, which Tony could not. So it’s safe to have an Iron Man Armor at 

his feet that protect him at any time, even though Tony doesn’t think Mirage Knight will hurt him. 

“OK, I understand. So, what do you want to talk about? I heard that you have established a very friendly 

relationship with Spiderman and promised to make him a high-tech spider suit?” Not minding Tony 

being on his guard, Lin Rui wants to get straight to the point. 

“Well, Peter is a good boy. He has a strong sense of responsibility. I think Mr. Mirage Knight must be the 

same as him. But before we get down to business, I have a little request about a little friend of mine.” 

See Lin Rui mentioning Peter, Tony nodded and said. But just when Lin Rui thought Tony was going to 

say something important next, he changed his mind. 

“Well? What request?” Lin Rui, who was surprised, asked. 



“Can you give me your autograph, my little friend is your fan.” After saying that, Tony has taken out a 

delicate book from the table. 

Lin Rui: “...” 

...... 

Chapter 108 Digging A Pit For Shield 

In the luxury office, Tony has had a brief and serious conversation with Lin Rui for more than ten 

minutes, and Tony has also talked about his plans with Mirage Knight. In general, Tony hopes to have a 

stable connection with Mirage Knight. On one hand, Tony can provide Mirage Knight with better 

equipment and advanced technology; on the other hand, Mirage Knight will help Tony build a special 

organization to protect civilians from the threat of evil forces. Of course, the initiative should be in 

Tony’s hands. He doesn’t want others to use his own things and not listen to him. 

Lin Rui wasn’t surprised to hear about Tony’s plans, because Tony was already doing it, and the Iron 

Man is now the guardian of the American people. So far, Tony has played a good role in this image. 

However, it is impractical for Lin Rui to listen to Tony from now on. 

“So, I’m like mercenary? You pay for the equipment and then I do something for you? Sitting in a chair, 

Lin Rui turned his legs upside down and said lightly. That’s his simplest understanding of Tony’s 

intentions. Of course, he’s much more advanced than those mercenaries. Maybe it’s a super mercenary? 

“No! No! No! We are a cooperative relationship. But I’m giving you money and better equipment. Don’t 

I have a say in matters?” Seeing Mirage Knight pointing out his plan, Tony shook his head and explained. 

Putting his legs down, Lin Rui felt it was a bit ugly to pose in Phantom Suit. But Tony doesn’t care what 

shape he’s concave in. 

“It’s the same for me. I would appreciate it if you would provide me with funds and better equipment. 

As for the future, I can’t do it if I listen to you. I’m not as foolish as the little Spiderman kid. And there’s 

another important reason I don’t want to get too close to you right now.” Sitting slightly straight, Lin Rui 

said slowly. 

“What’s the reason?” Lin Rui’s answer was also expected by Tony, who was obviously not Peter. 

However, the ‘another’ reason that Lin Rui said is what Tony interested. Does he not like him? 

“Because you and SHIELD are too close. Maybe it is not your intention, but they have been deeply 

involved with you and they will continue to do so. As for me, I don’t have much affection for SHIELD, I 

don’t want to expose myself for your reasons.” Finally, Lin Rui is about to start pitting S.H.I.E.L.D. 

“S.H.I.E.L.D.? You know them too? How much do you know about them? Why do you say that?” Tony 

was a little surprised to hear the name that came out of Lin Rui’s mouth and asked several questions. 

Before Coulson found Tony, Tony never knew there was such an organization. And after Nick sought 

Tony’s help to form an Avengers alliance, Tony also sought out the organization but got nothing. Apart 

from the information Nick gave Tony, he was not clear for the time being. 

“S.H.I.E.L.D., a global anti-terrorism organization hidden in the dark. Terrorist organizations here are not 

guys with guns for them, but organizations and guys that pose a greater threat to the World. They are 



also responsible for monitoring and controlling individuals who are far more powerful than ordinary 

people, such as you, Iron Man.” Without elaboration, Lin Rui simply explained to Tony the existence of 

S.H.I.E.L.D. 

“As for why I don’t like them, this is a secret. You may know it later. Anyway, I will not involve too much 

with SHIELD. If I am you, I will not entangle too much with them either.” After explaining S.H.I.E.L.D., Lin 

Rui also reminded Tony. 

“Why? Listening to what you said, their purpose seems to be similar to mine. Moreover, such an 

organization should welcome people like me.” Tony did not understand why Lin Rui doesn’t like 

S.H.I.E.L.D. and asked again. 

“Of course, their purpose is good. However, a large organization always has internal problems, and the 

internal problems of S.H.I.E.L.D. are not a little bit.” 

“Internal problems? It seems that you know more about them than a little!” Hearing Lin Rui’s words, 

Tony suddenly sighed. 

Now, Tony feels it’s necessary to change his mind about the Vigilante in front of him. He thought it was 

just a man with some sense of responsibility and some strength. But Tony didn’t expect that he would 

know so many things he himself didn’t know. Tony didn’t like the feeling that it was totally out of his 

control. 

“Maybe, so if you really want to cooperate with S.H.I.E.L.D., we’d better keep a distance.” Seeing Tony 

pondering, Lin Rui said with a smile. Lin Rui is slowly raising his status in Tony’s eyes so that his voice will 

become more and more important. Using the information that Tony didn’t know to pit S.H.I.E.L.D., Lin 

Rui feels he’s doing a good job. 

“It seems that I really need to think about it. I’m glad that you would share this news with me.” With a 

nod, Tony said he was thinking about it. 

“Since you have asked this, I can give you a piece of important information for free. After all, you should 

you already have Palladium Poisoning now?” Seeing that Tony has slowly settled in, Lin Rui intends to 

strike while the iron is hot. 

! 

When he heard Lin Rui suddenly mentioning his Palladium Poisoning, Tony’s eyes flashed and his feet 

were placed on the box next to him. 

“How do you know about that?” Now, Tony finally feels a little threatened. Only Ivan, who also made 

the miniature Arc Reactor, and Jackson know about his Palladium Poisoning. Why does Mirage Knight 

know about it? 

“You don’t need to know that, anyway, I won’t go around telling anyone about that. And, not only do I 

know you have Palladium Poisoning, but I also know how to cure it.” Just as Tony stared nervously at Lin 

Rui. His next sentence made Tony even more shocked. 

“Treat Palladium Poisoning?! How is it possible? As long as I still wear this piece on my chest for one day, 

this thing can’t be cured.” A little calmed down, Tony went on. Even the Low-Level Holy Spring Water 



that was given to Tony before was only temporarily, letting his body recover. Palladium still continued to 

erode his body. 

“Of course I know, so you need a new element to replace Palladium. I think Mr. Stark has been looking 

for a long time.” Smiling, Lin Rui said faintly. 

“You even know that? Who the hell are you?!” Tony couldn’t calm down anymore, all of his secrets had 

been laid bare. 

“Now what you should be concerned about is not my knowledge, but the new element that can replace 

Palladium. Don’t you want to know where it is?” Head tilted, Lin Rui asked calmly. 

“Do you really know?!” If the Mirage Knight really knows where the new element that can replace 

Palladium is, Tony really doesn’t have to worry about the threat of death. 

“Of course I know, I don’t talk nonsense. And it’s in the organization I’ve been talking about.” With a 

nod, Lin Rui changed his position on the chair. “In fact, one of the founders of S.H.I.E.L.D. was your 

father: Howard Stark. When your father died, he left a legacy in S.H.I.E.L.D., and you will find what 

you’ve been looking for in that legacy.” 

“My father? Founded S.H.I.E.L.D. The new elements that can replace Palladium are in S.H.I.E.L.D., in 

what he left behind?” Lin Rui’s successive news explosions almost overwhelmed Tony, he could hardly 

believe it. 

What he had been looking for was hidden in S.H.I.E.L.D., and they kept it a secret. His father’s legacy did 

not come to him and S.H.I.E.L.D. put it away. Thinking of this, Tony’s heart burst into flames. 

“Yes. I think, with Mr. Stark’s current friendship with SHIELD, you should be able to get back Howard’s 

legacy if you go to them. As for whether you can find new elements in it, I believe you will not be 

disappointed.” Feeling the ups and downs of Tony’s emotions, Lin Rui pushed the waves around again. 

After a while, Tony calmed down from the news. He had taken his feet away from the Iron Man Armor 

Box. “Thank you for giving me the news. It’s very important to me.” 

“No, I’m glad to be able to help Mr. Stark, too.” Knowing that Tony had slowly trusted himself, Lin Rui 

said with a laugh. 

In another world, Nick would have told Tony the news himself and then Tony would’ve paid a big favor 

and joined the Avengers. Now, Lin Rui told Tony that Nick, who should have been a good man, became a 

cold-blooded fellow in an instant. I don’t think Tony would like him anymore. 

“So, is Mr. Stark still willing to fund me?” Lin Rui asked again when Tony thought about taking back his 

father’s legacy from S.H.I.E.L.D. 

Tony Stark is a big local tycoon. If Lin Rui’s League of Defender wants to develop rapidly, it must have a 

lot of money and more advanced technology. Stark’s funding is obviously a good idea. 

“I think, I will be happy too.” Looking at Lin Rui, Tony replied faintly. In response to the news that Lin Rui 

shared with him today, Tony had every reason to help Mirage Knight instead of S.H.I.E.L.D. 



“OK! So today’s meeting will end happily. Mr. Stark, It was nice talking to you. I’ll contact you again.” 

Now that everything has been said, Lin Rui doesn’t want to stay any longer. Maybe this place is under 

S.H.I.E.L.D. surveillance right here. As he spoke, Lin Rui got up from his chair and walked to the window. 

“It was good to meet you too, Mirage Knight.” 

“Good-bye, then, Mr. Stark.” Finally, Lin Rui greeted Tony and jumped out of the window. 

...... 

Chapter 109 Tony Debt Collection 

Knock Knock~ 

“Jackson, are you any better?” Outside Lin Rui’s door, his mother stood at the door with a glass of water 

and shouted. 

“Mom! I am already better!” Lin Rui was already in position when he rushed into the room from outside 

the window and lay down on the bed. 

The next moment, Lin Rui’s beautiful mother came in and said, “I poured you a glass of water. You seem 

to have a fever this morning, and I don’t even know how you got sick.” 

“Cough~ Thank you mom, I am already getting better.” Lin Rui’s face was a little pale as he said this 

while taking the glass of water from his mother. He has already met Tony. Of course, he’ll be well soon. 

“Well, you do look much better.” Looking at her son carefully, Mary was relieved. Compared with Lin 

Rui’s appearance in the morning, it’s undoubtedly much better now. 

“Mom, don’t worry. I should be all right today.” Holding his Mother’s hand, Lin Rui consoled. It doesn’t 

matter to him if he pretends to be ill, but it worries his family. 

“Well, you have a good rest. I have to go to work this afternoon. I’ll let your father come back to see you 

earlier. Maybe you can ask your friends to come and accompany you.” Holding her son’s hand, Mary 

said with concern. 

“I know, Mom. You go to work, don’t worry about me.” With a nod, Lin Rui assured her that he was 

okay. 

“Ok, if you get hungry, I left something for you in the refrigerator, eat it.” Standing up from the bed, 

Mary finally gave up and left. 

“Yes, I know.” 

When he saw his mother shut the door, Lin Rui was relieved. It was not easy to deceive his mother. 

Buzz~ 

Just as Lin Rui was relaxing and ready to take a break, his cell phone suddenly shook. Seeing the caller id, 

Lin Rui became nervous again. 

“Hey! Mr. Stark, why did you call me again? Did you see Mirage Knight?” After answering the phone, Lin 

Rui continued to ask at the other end of the line in a sick voice. 



“Jackson, when have I lied to you, of course, I saw him. And, I also got you his autograph. If can come to 

me after you get well, I think you’re the first person to get Mirage Knight’s autograph.” At the other end 

of the phone, Tony’s tone sounded a little refreshing, wondering if it was because he was about to find 

an alternative element. 

“Oh! Really? Mr. Stark! Thank you so much!” Lin Rui at the end of the phone called in a very exciting 

voice. Although the autograph was signed by him, he should still keep up the appearance. However, this 

is not Mirage Knight’s first autograph. His first autograph was taken by Peter. 

“Well, you know it. Well, I won’t disturb your rest, come and get it when you’re well.” 

“Okay, Mr. Stark.” 

After a few words, Tony hung up. Now that he knows the whereabouts of a new replacement element, 

Tony won’t waste any more time. Nick Fury of S.H.I.E.L.D., Tony is going to collect the debt now. 

...... 

A fast-food restaurant just a few blocks from the Stark Industries building, Tony is eating his favorite 

cheeseburger. Tony is taking a leisurely look at the burger in his hand and looking at the person sitting 

opposite to him, Nick Fury. Compared to Tony’s leisurely look, Nick’s expression is not so natural. It’s not 

very pleasant for anyone to come and ask for something, especially after their plans have been 

completely broken. 

“So, my father’s legacy is really in your S.H.I.E.L.D. database?” Putting down half of the cheeseburger in 

his hand, Tony calmly looked at Nick and ask. 

“Yes, after Howard Stark’s death, his relics were all stored in the database of S.H.I.E.L.D., and no one has 

used it for so many years.” With a helpless look, Nick answered truthfully. 

“So, as my father’s son, am I eligible to inherit these inheritances?” Wiping his hands, Tony went on. 

“Of course, you are qualified to inherit the inheritance of your father. Only the information is...” Nick 

was somewhat embarrassed by Tony’s question and wanted to explain a few words after acknowledging 

Tony’s inheritance. 

But you didn’t give it to me. Even if your excuse is that I was not authorized enough, what about now? 

You come to me and invite me to join your Avengers Alliance program. But you didn’t tell me that my 

father was also one of the founders of S.H.I.E.L.D. and that his legacy is still sealed in your unknown 

database! ” Nick was interrupted by Tony before he could finish his explanation. 

“Well, I was going to give you that information.” Faced with Tony’s question, Nick obviously did not 

know how to explain himself. 

“Huh?! Was it meant to be handed over to me? When? When I almost died of Palladium Poisoning? 

Tony is a smart man and no he can see Nick’s original intention. After he decided that S.H.I.E.L.D. had 

hidden his father’s legacy, he knew what Nick was thinking. 

“Tony, you know, we face all kinds of threats in the world all the time, and I just want you to join me in 

my plan.” Now Nick can only make up for it. 



“Are you really going to recruit people in this way? No wonder he doesn’t like you!” In the face of Nick’s 

weakness, Tony showed no sympathy. Now Tony finally knows why Mirage Knight doesn’t like 

S.H.I.E.L.D., these guys don’t have a single bone that is made out of truth. 

“Well? Who doesn’t like it?” When he heard Tony’s words, Nick suddenly noticed, “Tony, where did you 

get this information?” 

“You don’t need to know this since I know this now. Well, I’m going to take back my father’s legacy, right 

now.” In the face of Nick’s inquiry, Tony did not respond to his interest at all, and now he just wanted to 

get his father’s legacy to find an alternative element. 

“Well, I’ll have some people deliver it to you. However, I can’t guarantee whether you can find any 

alternative elements. After all, none of those materials has ever been read.” Nick can only promise, 

things have developed so far that he can no longer hold back Howard’s stuff from Tony. 

“I’ll find it myself, so you don’t have to worry about it.” Now that what Mirage Knight has said so far is 

true, Tony is confident that he can find what he wants in his father’s legacy. 

“Okay, I hope you succeed. However, if you need help, I am here at any time. We have also studied 

Palladium Poisoning for many years. Although there is no cure, there are some mitigation serums.” In 

the end, Nick wants to use this to get some of Tony’s favors. But he didn’t know that Tony didn’t need 

those things at all. 

“Don’t worry, I can’t use those things. You just have to send my father’s legacy over as soon as possible.” 

Looking through Nick’s plan, Tony said disdainfully. Having got what he needed, Tony got up from his 

seat and left directly. 

Looking out at Tony driving his luxury sports car away quickly, Nick sitting in the fast-food restaurant had 

a frown on his face. 

“Natasha!” In spite of his discomfort, Nick suddenly shouted. 

“Yes, Sir.” Black Widow Natasha quickly came over from the back seat, she had heard the conversation 

between Tony and Nick. 

“What the hell is going on?! How did Tony know about Howard’s legacy and that it is still in SHIELD, who 

told him? And, how did Tony’s Palladium Poisoning disappear? Did he find a way?” Nick asked all of his 

questions to one of his most elite agents. 

“We don’t know how Tony got this information. Howard’s legacy is locked in the S.H.I.E.L.D. database. I 

also just learned about it.” When she heard Nick’s question, Natasha answered helplessly. 

Crack! 

“Give me a thorough investigation report of Tony’s recent trip! I want to know how he got this 

information and who have been in contact with him and also find out the leak!” Nick gave the 

instructions very seriously after a fierce pat on the table. 

“Understood!” 



“Also, ask Coulson to send Howard’s things to Tony. As for the Vigilante thing, let’s put it aside for the 

time being and hold Tony steady first.” As Natasha turned to leave, Nick stopped her and said a few 

more words. 

“I see.” Natasha then left quickly. 

“Who gave you this information Tony?” Sitting in a fast-food restaurant, Nick Fury, Director of 

S.H.I.E.L.D. frowned and thought silently. 

Chapter 110 The Third Sequence Of Talent 

After hiding at home for another day, Lin Rui slowly recovered from his “illness”. He can’t just get well 

the minute after Milage Knight and Tony meet as that will attract suspicion. During Lin Rui’s illness, 

Peter and Harry came to see him, which made Lin Rui feel a little embarrassed. But after thinking about 

Peter’s loose tongue that made this situation from the start, he wasn’t embarrassed at all. 

And this time when he met Harry, Lin Rui felt that he had changed a lot. Apparently more mature, the 

heart should also be stronger, after all, he is now Oscorp’s ruler. However, Lin Rui could feel Harry’s 

hidden concern about his father’s illness. 

Norman Osborn’s disease is a family genetic disease, something that Harry doesn’t know. Norman has 

always concealed his condition and secretly let Dr. Ratha do the human trial with the immature gene 

serum, in order to cure his illness. But until now, human trials have not been successful and Norman 

Osborn doesn’t have much time left. 

Although Lin Rui knows something about Harry’s situation, he knows that if he wants to save Harry, he 

can only use the mature and stable gene serum. Now that the gene serum is still under development, it 

is the experiment of Dr. Connors and Peter. So whether Harry can be saved depends on whether Peter 

and Dr. Connors are progressing fast enough, and Lin Rui really can’t help in this regard. 

As for Norman Osborn, Lin Rui doesn’t know if he will ever become Green Goblin again in this world, 

because the defective gene serum developed by Dr. Connors has been destroyed, Norman should not be 

schizophrenia due to family hereditary diseases and finally inject the gene serum into himself to become 

the Green Goblin. However, Lin Rui did not know that although he and Peter had successfully prevented 

Dr. Connors from continuing to study the defective gene serum, Norman had already sent people to 

continue their research in the dark and had begun to do a lot of human experiments. 

Just as Lin Rui was on the line with Tony and created a pit for S.H.I.E.L.D., Norman Osborn was ready to 

inject himself with the latest gene serum. His days are running out, and even if he’s going to take risks, 

he’s going to live. So the scenario waiting for Lin Rui may not be what he expected. Now he’s well 

enough to ask Tony for Mirage Knight’s autograph. 

The repaired Jeep groaned outside Tony’s luxury villa, and Lin Rui jumped out and slammed the door. 

Then he walked naturally into the villa. However, his heart is not as natural as his face. 

“It seems that Tony has already found S.H.I.E.L.D., and there are at least five places around here under 

surveillance.” As he walked, Lin Rui had already identified the hidden watchers around him. 

“But what’s the use of keeping you here? Mirage Knight won’t swagger to you. Uh-no, I’m already in 

front of them.” Thinking of this, Lin Rui laughed silently and then went into the villa. 



...... 

“Jackson Lin, target number three. Relations with Tony Stark: Interviewer? Who investigated this? Does 

their relationship look like the relationship between an ordinary journalist and an interviewee?” After 

Lin Rui walked into Tony’s villa, there was a fire truck in a hill five kilometers away from Tony’s villa. At 

this time, there was an analysis of Jackson’s identity in the two fire trucks, but the voice was obviously 

not satisfied with the identity of the interviewer. 

“Sir, that’s the most direct relationship we’ve found between him and Tony Stark. But they seem to have 

something else besides this relationship. Jackson Lin also appeared in Monaco more than a week ago 

and helped Tony Stark.” Faced with his Boss’s questions, the agent in charge of gathering intelligence 

and analysis in the car quickly explained. 

“So, you simply write to me the words of interviewer?!” Edison asked with an ugly face when he heard 

his men’s words. 

“Well, maybe they have become friends now. Because there is too little information, we can not make 

an effective judgment.” The Agent replied with an innocent tone, this is not his fault. 

The point is that Lin Rui is indeed an interviewer of Tony Stark and has attended several important press 

conferences on Stark Group. Tony may appreciate this smart young man, but these agents don’t think 

that people like Tony Stark will make friends with young people like Lin Rui. So they only wrote the 

identity of an interviewer in the report. How could they write a best friend of Tony Stark when they 

themselves don’t know anything? After the last party, Colonel Rhodes, Tony’s only good friend, had not 

contacted him for a long time. 

“Forget it, from now on, no matter what their relationship is now, you have to closely monitor them, do 

not let go of any detail.” Knowing that his men must have done their best, Edison said nothing more but 

kept them under close surveillance. 

However, after hearing Edison’s words, the intelligence gatherer agent’s face did not relax but became a 

bit embarrassed. 

“What’s wrong? Is there any problem? He’s just a little kid, don’t tell me that this thing can’t be done as 

well?” Seeing his face, Edison asked with a low tone. 

“No, Sir. Actually, we met another group of investigators when investigating Jackson Lin. They are also 

watching and observing Jackson Lin. And they’re under the responsibility of Agent Coulson. So...” Asked 

by his Boss, the agent bluntly described the situation. When investigating the target, he met his 

colleagues in the same department and was warned not to interfere in their affairs. The intelligence 

brother who was caught in the middle was very helpless. 

“Agent Coulson is in charge? Let me see... Hearing the explanation from his staff, Edison quickly inquired 

on the tablet on his hand. The intelligence Agent did not have as high authority as he had, “Oh, this 

Jackson Lin was originally designated as the third series of personnel training in the bureau, and is now 

in the observation stage.” 



“If that’s the case, leave him alone and let Coulson investigate him. Since he can be in the third 

sequence of talents, then it should be no problem.” Looking carefully at the information about Lin Rui on 

the tablet, Edison finally decided to leave him alone. 

“I see, boss.” The relieved agent agreed loudly. Maybe this young man Jackson will work with them in 

the future. Of course, the third sequence personals is slightly higher than them in authority. 

In this way, Nick Fury’s observation of Jackson freed him from suspicion of being a potential mystery 

figure. Sometimes I have to admire all kinds of coincidences in the world. 

...... 

“Mr. Stark?” Not knowing that people outside of Tony’s villa just had a discussion about him, Lin Rui 

come to the door of Tony’s basement. 

Lin Rui stood in front of the high-strength glass secret door and shouted, but there was no response. He 

didn’t know where Tony hides for the experiment. 

“J.A.R.V.I.S? Are you there?” Lin Rui certainly didn’t know the secret password of the door, so he looked 

up and asked the camera above. Last time at the party, Lin Rui let J.A.R.V.I.S put himself in, otherwise, 

he could not get Tony’s Iron Man Armor from being taken. 

The existence of J.A.R.V.I.S is very magical for Lin Rui. Although the world’s network is very developed, 

Artificial intelligence which can almost think like J.A.R.V.I.S has not been seen elsewhere. 

“Hello, Mr. Jackson.” Sure enough, J.A.R.V.I.S. is here all the time. Even though he’s helping Tony with 

his experiment now, he can also talk to Lin Rui here. 

“Hello, J.A.R.V.I.S. Can you tell Mr. Stark that I’m here?” Looking up at the camera above, Lin Rui asked 

with a smile. 

“Happy to help.” 

~ 

Just as Lin Rui was standing at the door waiting for a response from J.A.R.V.I.S., the door in front of him 

had been unlocked. It seemed that Tony had authorized J.A.R.V.I.S. to let Lin Rui in. 

“Thank you, J.A.R.V.I.S.” As he pushed the door in, Lin Rui looked up at the camera and thanked him. Lin 

Rui treats J.A.R.V.I.S. as a real person, just like Tony. 

“You’re welcome, Mr. Jackson.” The tone of J.A.R.V.I.S is still as calm as usual. 

Lin Rui, who walked into Tony’s basement, did not see Tony in the place where the Iron Man Armor was 

placed. He seemed to be in a laboratory farther inside. So Lin Rui went on to a laboratory inside. 

Buzz! 

“Be careful!” 

Just as Lin Rui pushed open a heavy door and entered the lab, a laser-like object suddenly came across 

him, and he heard Tony’s loud reminder. 



“cao!” 

...... 

 


